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Global challenges

⇑ Water demand⇑ Energy demand

⇑ Urbanisation ⇑ Population Alleviating poverty

Climate Change Infectious Diseases

⇑ Food demand

Biodiversity
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Mega trends for agriculture

Global populationGlobal population
growth from 6.8growth from 6.8
to 9 to 9 blnbln peoplepeople

Increasing demand Increasing demand 
for for foodfood, , feedfeed, biofuel , biofuel 
and and fibrefibre

FoodFood

FeedFeed

FibreFibre

Biomaterials  Biomaterials  
(incl. biofuel(incl. biofuel)

Global food output must increase by 
about 70% on less land, with less water, 
using less energy, fertiliser and pesticide

by 2050by 2050

Food security:                            Food security:                            
global population growth  + changing dietsglobal population growth  + changing diets

It takes 5 to 10 times as much
grains to make a kilogramm meat

Energy security:Energy security:
Will be on the priority list with increasing oil Will be on the priority list with increasing oil 

prices!prices!

LivestockLivestock usesuses 66% of EU 66% of EU agriculturalagricultural landland:          :          
arablearable landland forfor feedfeed + + grasslandgrassland

GGloballobal crisis of sustainabilitycrisis of sustainability
Traditional view Present view

(extinction of species)



Productive land: 
18% (13.4 bln ha)

Deserts, Ice Caps
and Barren Land
11%

Ocean:
67% low-productive

22%:
productive land +ocean

Bioproductive segments

Biocapacity (potential) 

out of this:
1.4 bln ha arable land

3 bln ha grassland

0.15 bln ha perm. crops

Productive land
+ ocean:        

22%

22% of  Earth’s surface is biologically productive

Ocean:
4% biologically
productive; 

Plants turn waste back into resources, using energy that comes from the sun!
So animals consume resources, and plants regenerate resources!

Low/non-productive
land + ocean: 

78%



Carbon footprint: where is the balance today?

Ökológiai lábnyom

SourceSource:: Wackernagel, M.: Involving Society in Valueing Ecosystem Services. World Science Forum, Budapest, 2009. november 6.

URBAN land
GRAZING land

FOREST land

FISHING land

CROP land
CARBON CARBON footprintfootprint

We have to measure the demand we are placing on the planet - how fast we are using resources and creating 
waste - and compare it with nature’s regenerative capacity, how fast it can turn wastes back into resources

Global footprint 30% > global biocapacity (2005):
each person on Earth, on average is consuming 30% more resources and 
waste absorption capacity than the world can provide 
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The scale of market failures – Global studies
Constanza et al. (1997) 

Global ecosystem services worth: $33 trillion (ie 10¹²) in 1994, 1.8 x GDP

United Nations Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2003)
Substantial and largely irreversible loss of biodiversity

WWF (2005): Living Planet report
Global footprint 30% > global biocapacity (each person on Earth, on average is consuming 30% more 
resources and waste absorption capacity than the world can provide)

Stern Review (2006): Economics of climate change
Costs and risks of inaction will be equivalent to losing 5-20% of global GDP/year
Cost of action can be limited to 1% of GDP/year

The Economics of Ecosystems & Biodiversity (2008): TEEB measured the cost of policy inaction
Forest loss/year: €13,5 trillion by 2050 compared to 2000; 7% of global GDP per annum

Roewer (2008): Environmental protection expenditure by industry in the EU between 1997-2004
In 2004, €45.6 billion, 0.4% of GDP, 2.4% of GVA
Manufacturing 80%, Electricity, gas & water 17%, Mining 3%

EU IRENA 35 environmental indicators
RISE Foundation: Public goods from land managers (2009)
Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food

“Nature and landscape pay, reason enough to continue to invest”

Scale of corrective action does not match the scale of the problems
Source: Public goods from private land. RISE task force directed by Allan Buckwell, 2009



Scale of the problem to motivate policy action
The values of biodiversity and ecosystems are missing: 

Many of them are not known (but this is changing); widespread lack of awareness
Values are not taken systematically into account in assessments and decision making
They are generally not integrated into the economic signals, into markets – the economy is therefore often 
not part of the solution (some exceptions: PES)

What resources do we need to deliver public goods (PGs)?
Value of Justifiable Costs of 
environmental  > expenditure >    delivery by

services to deliver PGs       land managers

How to internalise these externalities? 
This is a question of who pays?

Food consumers 
Food producers (but to be sustainable they must charge full social and environmental costs)
Direct users of the environment
Taxpayers

The choice concerns cost/effectiveness and fairness

Assignment of property rights in land use: the rights to use, own, rent or sell land, its resources and benefit flows
You would expect us to recognize the value of private property rights – that is a contractual basis for 
environmental service delivery rather than a command and control regulatory approach

Source: Public goods from private land. RISE task force directed by Allan Buckwell, 2009



Some ecosystem services are private goods – e.g. the provision of food and wood

Others are pure public goods – e.g. climate regulation and climate change mitigation, genetic 
diversity, etc.

Other public goods with private aspects – e.g. water purification, landscape value, eco-tourism
- Vittel PES case: payments to farmers to change land-use practice to secure quality for bottled water     
- PES for forest/watershed management for (clean) water provision – USA, Mexico, New Zealand  

Recognizing ecosystem service values contributes to better decisions
- Different opportunities for land use and implications for public and private goods/gains
- Need to take value into account in decision making 
- Need for public policy for public goods

Public goods („common goods”) display two defining characteristics:
- Non-rival – if the good is consumed by one person it does not reduce the amount accessible to others
- Non-excludable – if the good is accessible to one person, others cannot be excluded from the benefits it 

confers

The character of public goods – A broad range

Source: TEEB – The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity for National and International Policy Makers – Summary: Responding to the Value of Nature   2009.

Private
honey

Public:
pollination
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Public goods: supply and demand
• Markets cannot secure the supply of public goods

– Public goods do not have markets, they have no value when the farmer makes production 
decisions – so public goods are under-provided by farmers

– On the supply side products expected to generate the greatest profit are selected for production

– Most consumers have no incentive to pay for public goods, often leading to over-exploitation 

– Markets for public goods cannot develop

• In the absence of functioning markets, public intervention is needed to secure 
a desirable level of provision in line with societal demand

© IEEP

Source: Public goods from private land. RISE task force directed by Allan Buckwell, 2009



Main public goods provided by agriculture in the EU 

Environmental public goods
• Agricultural landscapes 
• Farmland biodiversity
• Water quality
• Water availability
• Soil functionality
• Climate stability (greenhouse gas emissions)
• Climate stability (carbon storage)
• Air quality
• Resilience to fire and flooding

Social public goods
• Food security 
• Rural vitality
• Farm animal welfare and health

Source: Cooper, T., Hart, K. and Baldock, D. (2009): The provision of public goods through agriculture in the European Union, Report for DG Agriculture and Rural Development, 
Contract No 30-CE-0233091/00-28, Institute for European Environmental Policy: London



Threats to the provision of public goods

Intensification driven by market forces/commodity prices/new technologies

– Changes in the opportunity costs of action in favor of the environment which are likely to be 
higher in more productive areas

– This implies higher payments under voluntary measures in those areas where there are 
compelling environmental reasons for intervention

Land use conversions (biomass)

Land marginalization/Land abandonment

– Economic viability of extensive systems and those in naturally disadvantaged areas is in decline

– Support for these systems will be a critical part of the new policy setting

Source: Cooper, T., Hart, K. and Baldock, D. (2009): The provision of public goods through agriculture in the European Union, Report for DG Agriculture and Rural Development, 
Contract No 30-CE-0233091/00-28, Institute for European Environmental Policy: London



The case for public intervention
There are not enough resources for securing the supply of all public goods by all 
farmers

The undersupply of public goods relative to the scale of public demand triggers the 
need for collective action

The cost of action to improve the delivery of public goods is less then the cost of 
inaction

Intervention can take a number of forms:
– Regulation, financial incentives, training and advice 
– Typically, a financial incentive is required – society has to pay farmers for a reallocation of their 

factors of production towards the provision of public goods  

Source: Cooper, T., Hart, K. and Baldock, D. (2009): The provision of public goods through agriculture in the European Union, Report for DG Agriculture and Rural Development, 
Contract No 30-CE-0233091/00-28, Institute for European Environmental Policy: London



What society has to pay for

Environmental 
quality

Environmental target

Costs borne by 
society

Reference level

Costs borne by
farmers

Farmers’ economic 
optimum

- Incentives

- Compensation

- Market based 
instrument

- Regulation/standards
of good practise

Incidental 
provision
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Source: Public goods from private land. RISE task force directed by AllPublic goods from private land. RISE task force directed by Allan an BuckwellBuckwell, 2009, 2009

Where there         
is a case for     

public support



Delivery mechanisms for public goods

Direct delivery: private or charitable organizations – clubs
Acquire land to provide services (nature parks)

Incorporate public goods in marketed goods and services
Organic, local, specialty, GIs, recreation (hunting, shooting, fishing)

Create markets where possible to minimize the public costs 
Governments play a central role in creating markets 
Caps on emissions (water and carbon), mandatory replacement of biodiversity 
(wetland damage mitigation) create the demand for environmental services
Market-based instruments (taxes, charges, tradable permits) are more efficient
than regulation alone to reach environmental goals

Public payments to private land managers
Costs and benefits of environmental services vary
Cost-effectiveness can be reached with spatially heterogeneous compensation 
payments 
Public payment via cross compliance, agri-environment schemes, LFA 
payments, Article 68 approach, the environmental value ‘pyramid’

Source: Public goods from private land. RISE task force directed by Allan Buckwell , 2009



The CAP after 2013: questions…

Direct payments

Adjusted SPS

Markets

Price support/
Quota reform

Safety net

Rural development

Axis 1
(structural adjustment)

Axis 2 
(environmen

t)

Axis 3
(territory/

diversification)

Decoupled payments suffer from legitimacy problems: 
most of them are based on past production yields of certain
sectors and regions

Income safety net: crop insurance, futures and options
contracts; tax policies…???

Phase out ?

Income
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Public goods:

- changes in land use and 

management

- policy intervention  for

intensive arable regions 

- targeted measures in

extensively grazed areas Future: strengthen competitiveness ( increasing support for R + D +I + E)              

GAEC: Good Agricultural and Environmental condition



THANK YOU FOR YOUR               
ATTENTION !

BE SPECIFIC NOT GENERAL!BE SPECIFIC NOT GENERAL!

We know where biodiversity will go We know where biodiversity will go 
from herefrom here……into distant memory and into distant memory and 
history bookshistory books

QUESTIONS?
popp.jozsef@aki.gov.hu
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